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ARCHER XTREME™ HEADHUNTER KEEPING IT SIMPLE AND DEADLY 

 
Official Sight for HeadHunters TV on the Outdoor Channel, the HeadHunter Series is Ideal for Hunters 

Demanding Quality and Simplicity  
 

The HeadHunter from Archer Xtreme™ is a no nonsense, durable hunting machine that has been thoroughly tested and 
manufactured to the exact specifications for the driven and talented crew of the popular HeadHunters TV show on the 
Outdoor Channel.  The AXT HeadHunter is strong and sturdy — none of the frills, all of the dependability and reliability a 
bowhunter could ask of a pin sight.   

 
The AXT HeadHunter Series sights are carefully machined from solid 6061 T6 aluminum, for a solid, smooth and 
precise adjustment. The AXT HeadHunter Series features two different configurations. The AXT HeadHunter Pro 50 
features five .019” Blackout pins and is ideal for hunters and target shooters alike. On the other hand, the AXT 
HeadHunter Pro 30 was designed with three .019” Blackout pins and is ideal for ethical hunters shooting out to about  
40 yards. 
 
Notable features and specifications of the AXT HeadHunter include two inches of windage adjustment, Super Flex Fiber 
Optic Pins, bubble level and a reversible mounting bracket that can be reversed for right- or left-handed shooters. 
 
The AXT HeadHunter comes standard with the AXT Sight Ring. This innovative system makes aligning the peep to the 
sight housing easy — from the draw all the way through the shot. The AXT Sight Ring comes standard in red, orange or 
green. Also of note is the AXT Standard LED Light, which fits all AXT sights. The blue LED coupled with the ultra bright 
AXT Sight Ring adds confidence when shooting in low light conditions. 

 
The AXT HeadHunter — as with all Archer Xtreme sights — comes standard with laser markings for both windage and 
elevation making sighting in and adjusting your sights between field points and broadheads a snap. All Archer Xtreme 
sights feature a full lifetime warranty.  
 
While greatness cannot be measured, support and demand can. The highly rated HeadHunters TV on the Outdoor 
Channel is known for quality programming, equipment and trophies. Pursuing some of North Americaʼs largest trophies, 
the HeadHunters crew put it all on the line and demand the utmost from their equipment. Riding atop their Mission bows 
are none other than the very best in bowsight technology, Archer Xtremeʼs HeadHunter sight. If quality begets quality, 
AXTʼs HeadHunter could certainly be a proof of concept and has a reputation for bringing meat home for the table and 
trophies on the wall. 
 
For more information on the Archer Xtreme HeadHunter Series or Archer Xtremeʼs full selection of high-performance 
sights, quivers, stabilizers and archery accessories, please contact: Archer Xtreme at P.O. Box 328 Belgrade, MT 
59714. · Telephone: (406) 924-6113 · Or visit www.archerxtreme.com. 
   
Editorʼs Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com. 
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  Jason Bear / jbear@full-throttlecom.com 
  Phone: (805) 529-3700 


